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ORIGINAL PAPER

Can Strict Criminal Liability for Responsible Corporate
Officers be Justified by the Duty to Use Extraordinary
Care?

Kenneth W. Simons1

� Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2017

Abstract The responsible corporate officer (RCO) doctrine is, as a formal matter, an

instance of strict criminal liability: the government need not prove the defendant’s mens

rea in order to obtain a conviction, and the defendant may not escape conviction by

proving lack of mens rea. Formal strict liability is sometimes consistent with retributive

principles, especially when the strict liability pertains to the grading of an offense. But is

strict liability consistent with retributive principles when it pertains, not to grading, but to

whether the defendant has crossed the threshold from noncriminal to criminal conduct? In

this essay, I review the two most plausible arguments supporting an affirmative answer in

the context of the RCO doctrine. First, perhaps this doctrine reflects a rule-like form of

negligence, akin to a rule that prohibits selling alcohol to a minor. Second, perhaps this

doctrine expresses a duty to use extraordinary care to prevent a harm. Neither argument is

persuasive. The first argument, although valid in some circumstances, fails to explain and

justify the RCO doctrine. The second argument, a duty to use extraordinary care, is also

inadequate. If ‘‘extraordinary care’’ simply means a flexibly applied negligence standard

that considers the burdens and benefits of taking a precaution, it is problematic in

premising criminal liability on ordinary negligence. If instead it refers to a higher duty or

standard of care, it has many possible forms, such as requiring only a very slight deviation

from a permissible or justifiable standard of conduct, placing a ‘‘thumb’’ on the scale of the

Learned Hand test, identifying an epistemic standard more demanding than a reasonable

person test, or recognizing a standard that is insensitive to individual capacities. However,

some of these variations present a gratuitous or incoherent understanding of ‘‘negligence,’’

and none of them sufficiently explain and justify the RCO doctrine.

Chancellor’s Professor of Law and Philosophy, University of California, Irvine School of Law. I thank Eric
Blumenson and participants at the Conference on Crime Without Fault: The Justifiability of Public Welfare
Offenses and the Responsible Corporate Officer Doctrine, Georgetown Law School, March 30, 2017, for
helpful comments.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The RCO Doctrine

Under the responsible corporate officer (RCO) doctrine, a corporate manager is criminally

liable for unlawful acts committed by other corporate employees even if the manager did

not personally commit an unlawful act and even if the manager was unaware of the

violation, so long as the manager can be characterized as ‘‘standing in responsible relation

to a public danger’’1 and so long as the manager ‘‘had, by reason of his position in the

corporation, responsibility and authority either to prevent in the first instance, or promptly

to correct, the violation complained of, and … failed to do so.’’2

What is the scope of the RCO doctrine? Is it a doctrine of vicarious liability, or instead a

doctrine imposing on the corporate officer an affirmative duty to prevent violations of the

law by subordinates?3 I will assume, for purposes of this paper, the latter interpretation.

The former interpretation, asserting that an individual, A, can be vicariously liable in

criminal law for another individual, B’s, criminal conduct, is flatly inconsistent with

retributive blame—unless A is himself personally culpable in some way, in which case the

pure concept of vicarious liability is not the basis of criminal liability. Parents should not

be vicariously liable for the crimes of their children, spouses should not be vicariously

liable for each other’s crimes, and RCOs should not be vicariously liable for the crimes of

those they supervise, unless, in each case, the ‘‘vicariously’’ liable party is personally

culpable for the primary actor’s wrong.

We should distinguish the question of whether wrongdoers who are engaged in a

common criminal enterprise are properly considered to be vicariously liable for each

other’s crimes. In that context, it is at least arguable that, by joining such an enterprise, the

wrongdoer has ‘‘changed his normative position’’ and is properly treated as at least

somewhat culpable for foreseeable crimes that he facilitates.4 But this basis of criminal

liability does not explain vicarious criminal liability in the RCO doctrine context. It is not

wrongful conduct to have children,5 to marry, or to take on supervisory responsibility in a

business.

The justifiability of the RCO doctrine is also distinct from the question of whether

making the corporation criminally liable for the criminal acts of employees is defensible as

1 United States v. Dotterweich, 320 U.S. 277, 281 (1943).
2 United States v. Park, 420 U.S. 658, 673–674 (1975).
3 See Aagard, A Fresh Look at the Responsible Relation Doctrine, 96 J. Crim. L. & Criminology 1245
(2006), endorsing the latter view. See also Petrin, Circumscribing the ‘‘Prosecutor’s Ticket to Tag the
Elite’’—A Critique of the Responsible Corporate Officer Doctrine, 84 Temple L. Rev. 283, 305 (2012). A
recent Eighth Circuit opinion also interprets the RCO doctrine as not imposing vicarious liability. See -
United States v. DeCoster, 828 F.3d 626 (8th Cir. 2016) (‘‘Under the FDCA … a corporate officer is held
accountable not for the acts or omissions of others, but rather for his own failure to prevent or remedy ‘the
conditions which gave rise to the charges against him.’ See Park, 421 U.S. at 675.’’).
4 See Simons, Is Strict Criminal Liability in the Grading of Offences Consistent with Retributive Desert? 32
Oxford J. Legal Stud. 445, 450–458 (2012); but see Ashworth, A Change of Normative Position: Deter-
mining the Contours of Culpability in Criminal Law, 11 New Crim. L. Rev. 232 (2008).
5 At least for legal purposes. Some philosophers take a different position. See Brake, Elizabeth, and Joseph
Millum, ‘‘Parenthood and Procreation,’’ The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Winter 2016 Edition),
Edward N. Zalta (ed.), https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2016/entries/parenthood/.
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a matter of policy or principle. The proper scope and limits of corporate criminal liability

are important and difficult topics of their own. Rather, the question here is whether a

corporate manager may be criminally punished because other corporate employees for

whom he was responsible violated a criminal statute.

1.2 When Strict Criminal Liability May be Consistent with Retributive
Desert

In prior work, I have suggested that strict criminal liability is sometimes consistent with

principles of retributive desert. (For purposes of this paper, I assume that such desert is at

least a necessary condition of just criminal punishment, even if consequentialist consid-

erations may play a role in determining the nature and extent of punishment.) When strict

liability pertains to an element of the crime that affects the grading or degree of punish-

ment for the crime, as in the misdemeanor manslaughter rule, the felony murder rule, or

rules that differentiate grand larceny from petty larceny, it is sometimes normatively

justifiable.6 By contrast, when strict liability pertains to an element of the crime that affects

whether the conduct is criminal at all, it is much more difficult to justify. Even in the latter

context, however, when strict criminal liability concerns criminalization, it is occasionally

defensible.

Strict liability with respect to criminalization is most plausible when the criminal law

provision reflects a rule-like form of negligence. Consider two examples. First, suppose a

state makes it a crime to sell alcohol to a person under the age of 21. And suppose the

purpose is to ensure that those who purchase intoxicating beverages have the maturity not

to create excessive risks to the health and safety of the drinker or those whom the drinker

might injure. Further suppose that the law requires knowledge or recklessness as to

whether the buyer is underage. Although this law is not formally strict, because it requires

mens rea as to the ‘‘underage’’ element, it seems to be substantively strict, because the

defendant will be convicted even if he reasonably believes that the person he sells to is

mature enough to handle alcohol as well as most adults. Nevertheless, bright line rules of

maturity are defensible, because they give fair notice to potential defendants and because,

as applied over a predictable range of cases, they can be expected to better effectuate and

express the underlying social concerns, reducing risks of harm caused by immature drin-

kers and imposing sanctions for those who create unjustifiable risks of harm. So it is not

unjust to employ this rule in lieu of a vague standard of care, such as: ‘‘It is unlawful to sell

alcohol to any person if the seller knows (or should know) that the buyer lacks the maturity

to drink alcoholic beverages safely.’’

Second, suppose a state makes it criminal to engage in any conduct that causes the death

of another (or, more narrowly, to drive a car and thereby cause the death of another), in lieu

of a more typical negligent homicide statute that criminalizes negligently causing death (or

that criminalizes driving a car negligently and thereby causing death). In this case, it is

indeed unjust to employ either of the first, rule-like formulations, because these formu-

lations cannot be expected to better effectuate the underlying social policy of reducing, or

imposing sanctions for, unjustifiably dangerous driving, relative to a standard that

explicitly requires proof of negligence. The ‘‘causing death’’ rules are much more over-

broad than the ‘‘selling to an underage person’’ rule, and much more likely to unjustly

punish those who, through no fault of their own, cause death—such as surgeons who bring

6 See Simons, When is Strict Criminal Liability Just? 87 J. Crim. L. & Criminology 1075 (1997); Simons,
Strict Criminal Liability in Grading, supra note 4.
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about death as a foreseeable side effect of a dangerous form of surgery, or drivers who

cannot fairly be expected to avoid killing reckless pedestrians.

Another possible basis for strict criminal liability with respect to criminalization is that

it invariably reflects the defendant’s breach of a duty of extraordinary care. I examine and

critique this argument at length in Sect. 3 below.

2 The RCO Doctrine as a Rule-Like Form of Negligence

Can we interpret Dotterweich and Park as requiring negligence, but in rule-like form, as in

the sale-to-minors example? On closer examination, this is an implausible interpretation.

The decisions do not identify any specific rule-like criteria the satisfaction of which suf-

fices for criminal liability. Indeed, Justice Frankfurter’s opinion for the Court in Dotter-

weich shows a cavalier indifference to whether the standard the Court enunciated requires

genuine fault, and to whether it even provides coherent criteria for application in future

cases: ‘‘To attempt a formula embracing the variety of conduct whereby persons may

responsibly contribute in furthering a transaction forbidden by an Act of Congress …
would be mischievous futility.’’7

To be sure, in some imaginable cases, an application of the RCO doctrine could be

justified on the basis that the RCO’s conduct violated a rule-like form of negligence.

Suppose a corporate executive instructs employees at its egg production company not to

wear protective clothing and not to clean and sanitize equipment, despite awareness that

this greatly increases the risk of salmonella outbreak; or instructs its employees to conceal

evidence that some eggs tested positive for salmonella; or orders that no more tests of its

eggs be conducted, despite positive test results8; or falsifies records about which food

safety measures were taken; or bribes a government inspector to release eggs for sale that

had been tagged as failing to meet quality standards.9 Such facts are compelling evidence

that the executive is at least grossly negligent, if not reckless or knowing, with respect to

the actus reus of the crime, i.e., the fact that the eggs that are subsequently shipped in

interstate commerce are contaminated.

However, the RCO doctrine has frequently been applied in much broader circumstances

than this.10 For example, in Dotterweich itself, the Court upheld the conviction of a

corporate president despite a lack of evidence that he knew that drugs had been misbranded

or adulterated. And, in United States v. Starr,11 the secretary-treasurer of a corporation had

instructed a warehouse janitor to clean up a mice infestation; the janitor failed to do so, and

may indeed have been trying to sabotage the company, but the court nevertheless upheld

the conviction.

7 320 U.S. at 285.
8 These are examples of directing or authorizing illegal conduct, cf. Meyer v. Holley, 537 U.S. 280 (2003).
9 The examples in the text are variations of the facts in DeCoster, supra.
10 See Abrams, Criminal Liability of Corporate Officers for Strict Liability Offenses—A Comment on
Dotterweich and Park, 28 UCLA L. Rev. 463, 470–472 (1981); Petrin, supra.
11 535 F.2d 512 (9th Cir. 1976).
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3 The RCO Doctrine as Based on Breach of a Duty to Use Extraordinary
Care

Another possible justification for the RCO doctrine is that it properly expresses the duty of

a corporate manager to use ‘‘extraordinary care.’’ This section highlights evidence that

Dotterweich and Park might be so interpreted; explains that ‘‘extraordinary care’’ might

mean either a flexible negligence standard or a higher duty or standard of care; reviews five

possible interpretations of a higher duty of care; and notes that on any of these interpre-

tations, the problem of insufficient culpability persists.

3.1 Evidence that the RCO Doctrine Expresses a Duty of Extraordinary Care

Park states that Congress has imposed on RCOs ‘‘the highest standard of foresight and

vigilance.’’12 Norman Abrams’ careful analysis of Park ultimately concludes:

The most plausible interpretation is that the culpability standard thereby established

is one of extraordinary care. Under this view, all that must be proved by the gov-

ernment is a deviation from that standard—something certainly less than common

law negligence; it can be characterized as ‘‘very slight’’ or ‘‘slight’’ negligence to be

distinguished from ‘‘ordinary’’ negligence.13

Similarly, the impossibility or ‘‘powerless to prevent the violation’’ defense recognized

in Park and Dotterweich might support this ‘‘highest care’’ standard, for it suggests that,

even if the precaution required to avoid the primary actor’s violation of the law is quite

burdensome, liability will exist under the RCO doctrine unless the precaution could not

‘‘possibly’’ have made a difference.14

Moreover, the ‘‘responsible relationship’’ requirement superficially appears to require

some genuine fault. Indeed, the Court in Park states:

The concept of a ‘responsible relationship’ to, or a ‘responsible share’ in, a violation

of the Act indeed imports some measure of blameworthiness; but it is equally clear

that the Government establishes a prima facie case when it introduces evidence

sufficient to warrant a finding by the trier of the facts that the defendant had, by

reason of his position in the corporation, responsibility and authority either to prevent

in the first instance, or promptly to correct, the violation complained of, and that he

failed to do so. The failure thus to fulfill the duty imposed by the interaction of the

12 Park, at 674. Thus, the court in Park says, at 672:

The requirements of foresight and vigilance imposed on responsible corporate agents are beyond
question demanding, and perhaps onerous, but they are no more stringent than the public has a right
to expect of those who voluntarily assume positions of authority in business enterprises whose
services and products affect the health and well-being of the public that supports them.

13 Abrams, supra at 470.
14 See Developments in the Law, Corporate Crime: Regulating Corporate Behavior Through Criminal
Sanctions, 92 Harv. L. Rev. 1227, 1263 n. 106 (1979):

The term ‘‘impossibility defense’’… is a misnomer; a successful defense would not need to show that
it was objectively impossible for the defendant to prevent the violation, only that he used extraor-
dinary care but was still unable to prevent the violation, or that, by the nature of his position within
the corporation, he was powerless to correct the illegal conditions.

To be sure, it is not clear whether the ‘‘highest care’’ duty and the impossibility defense are two distinct
aspects of the RCO doctrine or instead are simply two ways of characterizing the ‘‘highest duty.’’
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corporate agent’s authority and the statute furnishes a sufficient causal link. The

considerations which prompted the imposition of this duty, and the scope of the duty,

provide the measure of culpability.15

Yet the Court’s vague reference to a ‘‘measure of culpability’’ is disingenuous. For the

government need not specifically prove the RCO’s negligence in order to secure a con-

viction under the RCO doctrine. And if the corporate officer were to provide evidence that

she took reasonable steps to correct or prevent a violation, that evidence would presumably

be inadmissible, unless the evidence is so compelling that it shows that she was ‘‘pow-

erless’’ to prevent the violation.

In footnote 19, the Court further explains:

Assuming, arguendo, that it would be objectively impossible for a senior corporate

agent to control fully day-to-day conditions in 874 retail outlets, it does not follow

that such a corporate agent could not prevent or remedy promptly violations of

elementary sanitary conditions in 16 regional warehouses.16

But this assertion, too, falls short of a requirement that the government must actually prove

negligence by the RCO in failing to prevent or remedy violations of the law.

3.2 What Does ‘‘Extraordinary Care’’ Mean?

In several areas of the law, courts and legislatures have recognized a duty of extraordinary

care or its equivalent, a test of slight negligence. In every area, however, they have

confronted enormous difficulties explaining the test, especially in elucidating how the test

differs from an ordinary negligence test. An ordinary negligence test is usually understood

to require some type of balancing of the advantages and disadvantages of taking a pre-

caution. Precisely how that balancing should be accomplished is a controversial matter, but

it is widely accepted that, in paradigm negligence cases, the actor is required to make a

reasonable tradeoff between the burden of a precaution and its benefits in risk reduction.17

Thus, even under an ordinary negligence test, more extensive precautions are required in

order to avoid unusually great risks of harm. In this sense, an actor is often required to take

‘‘extraordinary care’’ even under the ‘‘ordinary care’’ standard. I shall call this sense of

‘‘extraordinary care’’ the ‘‘flexible negligence standard.’’

But, alternatively, ‘‘extraordinary care’’ can refer to a higher standard of care. On this

view, the actor must meet a more exacting standard than ordinary care. Perhaps the usual

balance of the advantages and disadvantages of taking a precaution required under the

flexible standard must be performed differently, or perhaps in some other respect a more

exacting standard is demanded. The analogy here is to gross negligence, a widely recog-

nized concept that requires proof that the actor was, in some sense, ‘‘more negligent’’ than

an ordinarily negligent actor. If it is ordinary negligence to exceed the speed limit by 5

mph, then it is gross negligence to exceed the limit by 30 mph. Gross negligence requires a

gross or substantial deviation from the standard of ordinary care. On this alternative view,

then, ‘‘extraordinary care’’ is genuinely distinct from ordinary negligence because, as

15 Park, at 673–674.
16 Id., 677, n. 19.
17 See Simons, Tort Negligence, Cost–Benefit Analysis, and Tradeoffs: A Closer Look at the Controversy,
41 Loyola L. Rev. 1171 (2008). Many instances of inadvertent negligence and deficient-skill negligence
might not fit this paradigm, however.
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compared to such ordinary negligence, it requires a lesser deviation from the standard of

ordinary care. I shall call this second sense of ‘‘extraordinary care’’ a ‘‘higher duty of

care.’’

If the justification for the RCO doctrine is that the conduct of the RCO violates a

flexible negligence standard, that is an intelligible conception of negligence. The main

difficulty with this justification is that ordinary negligence is arguably insufficiently cul-

pable to warrant criminal liability.18 If instead the justification is based on the RCO failing

to meet a higher standard of care, additional difficulties arise, as we will see in the next

subsection. These include uncertainty about the meaning of a higher standard of care and

the worry that this understanding of extraordinary care is either a gratuitous or an inco-

herent conception of negligence.

In tort cases, courts and legislatures have long recognized both conceptions of

extraordinary care. However, the strong trend is toward rejecting the ‘‘higher duty (or

standard) of care’’ conception and analyzing cases that were formerly treated under that

conception as merely instances of the flexible negligence standard.

Consider first some examples of the first conception. In an early English case, Mack-

intosh v Mackintosh, the court explained:

[I]t must be observed that in all cases the amount of care which a prudent man will

take must vary infinitely according to circumstances. No prudent man in carrying a

lighted candle through a powder magazine would fail to take more care than if he

was going through a damp cellar. The amount of care will be proportionate to the

degree of risk run, and to the magnitude of the mischief that may be occasioned.19

Several jurisdictions have employed jury instructions for tort cases that clearly endorse

this first conception.20 Thus, Ohio’s former jury instruction stated: ‘‘The amount of care

increases in proportion to the danger which reasonably should be foreseen. Ordinary care is

a relative term. The test, though, is still ordinary care under the circumstances.’’21 New

18 See Sect. 3.5, infra.
19 2 Macph 1347 (1864) (Scotland).
20 See Wis. J.I. Civ. 1020 (1989 & Supp. 2002):

While the rule never changes that a (person) (motor vehicle driver) (pedestrian) must exercise
ordinary care, the degree of care or diligence which a person must exercise to come up to the standard
of ordinary care varies with the circumstances naturally calculated to affect or increase the hazard of
collision or injury. The greater the danger which is or may be apparent to an ordinarily prudent
person under the circumstances existing, the greater must be the degree of care which must be used to
guard against such danger.
The ordinary care which the law requires varies with the circumstances naturally calculated to affect
or increase the hazard of injury or collision. (Under some circumstances, ordinary care may be a high
degree of caution; whereas, under other circumstances, a slight degree of caution may be ordinary
care.) The greater the danger which is or may be apparent to an ordinary prudent person under the
circumstances existing, the greater must be the degree of care which must be used to guard against
such danger.

21 See Ohio J.I. Civ. 7.10 (2001) (superseded by a more recent jury instruction):

1. NEGLIGENCE. What is negligence? Negligence is a failure to use ordinary care. Every person is
required to use ordinary care to avoid injuring another person or another’s property.
…
4. ADDITIONAL—GREATER DANGER. The amount of care increases in proportion to the danger
which reasonably should be foreseen. Ordinary care is a relative term. The test, though, is still
ordinary care under the circumstances.

See also 1 Ohio J.I.-CV 401.11 (2012):
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York’s jury instruction provides: ‘‘Negligence requires both a reasonably foreseeable

danger of injury to another and conduct that is unreasonable in proportion to that

danger.’’22

On the other hand, in several contexts, tort law historically has endorsed the second

conception. Thus, common carriers are often held to a higher than usual standard of care

towards their passengers. For example, a California statute provides: ‘‘A carrier of persons

for reward must use the utmost care and diligence for their safe carriage …’’23

Moreover, bailment law has long recognized a tripartite standard of care, requiring either

slight, ordinary, or great care, depending on the nature of the bailment. ‘‘Great’’ care is

equivalent to liability for ‘‘slight’’ negligence.24 Inmaritime law, the rule until recentlywas that

a plaintiff in a Jones Act case need only prove that the defendant was slightly negligent.25 The

traditional tort rule that a plaintiff’s contributory negligence is a complete bar to recovery was

Footnote 21 continued

Ordinary care involving dangerous substances
The defendant(s) (distribute[s]) (sell[s]) (describe other activity) (gas) (electricity) (insert name of
other dangerous substance) for (domestic) (commercial) purposes. (Gas) (Electricity) (Insert name of
other dangerous substance) is an inherently dangerous substance. The defendant(s) in the use of
ordinary care must use that degree of care that is proportionate to the danger. ….

22 N.Y. Pattern Jury Instr.—Civil 2:12 (2016).
23 Cal Civ. Code § 2100 (2016). See Mose, Comment, Wet ‘n Wilde: When Water Rides Should be Subject
to the Highest Duty of Care, 63 U. Kan. L. Rev. 787, 796–799 (2015) (reviewing history of common carrier
heightened duty); Zipursky, Sleight of Hand, 48 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 1999 (2007) (at common law,
common carriers were held to a heightened standard of care defined as more demanding than the ordinary
care standard).

Curiously, California’s statutory duty also contains a simple reasonableness requirement: ‘‘A carrier of
persons for reward must use the utmost care and diligence for their safe carriage, must provide everything
necessary for that purpose, and must exercise to that end a reasonable degree of skill.’’ Moreover, in
interpreting the statutory duty of common carriers, the California Supreme Court seemed to treat the duty as
just an instance of the flexible care standard: ‘‘Common carriers are not … insurers of their passengers’
safety. Rather, the degree of care and diligence which they must exercise is only such as can reasonably be
exercised consistent with the character and mode of conveyance adopted and the practical operation of the
business of the carrier.’’ Lopez v. Southern Cal. Rapid Transit Dist. (1985), 40 Cal. 3d 780, 785.

In Chavez v. Cedar Fair, LP, 450 S.W.3d 291 (Mo. 2014), the court refuses to apply a higher standard of
care to operators of amusement parks. In Gomez v. Superior Court, 113 P.3d 41 (Cal. 2005), the California
Supreme Court (unlike the Missouri court in Chavez) applies the higher duty of common carrier to an
amusement park and offers a useful review of the history of common carrier tort liability.
24 See Autor, Note, Bailment Liability: Toward a Standard of Reasonable Care, 61 S. Cal. L. Rev. 2117,
2131 (1988):

[An] important contribution by Lord Holt in Coggs v. Bernard [92 Eng. Rep. 107 (1703)], to
traditional common law rules governing bailment liability was the introduction of varying degrees of
care and negligence. Under this theory, the particular classification of bailment transaction deter-
mines the level of care required by law—either slight, ordinary, or great—and, accordingly, liability
is imposed only for corresponding levels of negligence—gross, ordinary, or slight. Thus, a party held
to a duty of slight care is liable for gross negligence; if the duty is one of ordinary care then liability
will be imposed for only ordinary negligence; and if there is a duty of great care, the bailor is liable
for mere slight negligence.

25 See Gautreaux v. Scurlock Marine, Inc., 107 F.3d 331 (5th Cir. 1997), which rejected this view and is
now widely followed. See also Hanson, Gautreaux v. Scurlock Marine, Inc.: The Fifth Circuit Corrects Its
‘‘Slight’’ Mistake and Holds Seamen to a Duty of Ordinary Prudence for Their Own Safety in Jones Act
Negligence Cases, 72 Tul. L. Rev. 1023 (1997) (noting that earlier cases under FELA also used the slight
negligence test).
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often qualified by the exception that a plaintiff could recover if the plaintiff’s negligence was

only slight while the defendant’s negligence was gross in comparison.26 Some jurisdictions

require a ‘‘high’’ or ‘‘the highest’’ standard of care when the actor is engaged in an inherently

dangerous activity, such as transmission of electricity.27 Another legal context in which courts

sometimes impose a liability standardmore rigorous than ordinary negligence but short of strict

26 See Hagg, Slightly-Gross: South Dakota’s Addiction to a Bad Comparative Negligence Law and the
Need for Change, 59 S.D. L. Rev. 139 (2014); Prosser, Comparative Negligence, 51 Mich. L. Rev. 465,
484–489 (1953). Most courts today treat this rule as simply a precursor to a comparative fault apportionment
rule.

Defining ‘‘slight’’ negligence raises an additional difficulty insofar as this is the standard for the negli-
gence of a victim. For there are reasons to doubt that the standards of reasonable care for victims and
injurers are truly symmetrical: it is one thing for a victim of a tort to be considered ‘‘negligent’’ for not
properly caring for his or her own safety, and quite another for a tort injurer to be considered negligent for
not properly caring for the safety of those he might injure. See Simons, Victim Fault and Victim Strict
Responsibility in Anglo-American Tort Law, 8 Journal of Tort Law 29 (2016); Stevens, Should Contributory
Fault be Analogue or Digital?, in A. Dyson, J. Goudkamp, & F. Wilmot-Smith (eds.), Defences in Tort 247
(Hart Pub. 2015).
27 See Colo. J.I. Civ. 9.5 (4th ed. 1999 & Supp. 2000):

One carrying on an inherently dangerous activity such as the (insert an appropriate description, e.g.,
‘‘transmission of electricity’’) must exercise the highest possible degree of skill, care, caution, dili-
gence and foresight with regard to that activity, according to the best technical, mechanical and
scientific knowledge and methods which are practical and available at the time of the claimed
conduct which caused the claimed injury. The failure to do so is negligence.

Tenn. T.P.I Civ. 4.21 (3d ed. 1997 & Supp. 2000):

Because of the great danger involved in (describe activity) a reasonably careful person will use
extreme caution in that activity.

Contrast the following two Utah instructions, one requiring ordinary care, the second a higher standard of
care: Utah M.U.J.I. Civ. 3.2 (1993):

A person has a duty to use reasonable care to avoid injuring other people or property. ‘‘Negligence’’
simply means the failure to use reasonable care. Reasonable care does not require extraordinary
caution or exceptional skill. Reasonable care is what an ordinary, prudent person uses in similar
situations.

Utah M.U.J.I. Civ. 3.8 (1993) (AMOUNT OF CAUTION REQUIRED FOR DANGEROUS
ACTIVITIES):

Because of the greater danger involved, those who are engaged in [describe activity] are held to a
higher-than-ordinary standard of care and must exercise extra caution for the protection of them-
selves and others. The greater the danger, the greater the care that must be used.

See Pa. Sugg. Stand. J. Instr. (Civ) § 13.90 (2013), Inherently Dangerous [Instrumentality/Material/
Substance]:

[A person who] [A business that] [provides] [uses] an inherently dangerous [instrumentality/mate-
rial/substance], such as the [high voltage electric current] [acids, corrosives, explosives] [provided]
[used] by [name of defendant] in this case, must use the highest standard of care, using every
reasonable precaution to avoid injury to everyone lawfully in the area.
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liability is products liability.28 Some jurisdictions require a higher degree of care, or impose liability

for ‘‘slight’’ negligence, in other circumstances, such as high-risk amusement park rides.29

Judicial explanations of the content of this higher duty are not very illuminating. For

example, the Nebraska Supreme Court explained: ‘‘Any one of common sense knows that

slight negligence actually means small or little negligence.’’30 In the next section, we will

consider some other possible understandings of a higher duty of care.

3.3 Five Possible Interpretations of a Higher Duty of Care

Unfortunately, the ‘‘higher duty of care’’ conception of extraordinary care confronts almost

insurmountable problems, either of irrelevance or incoherence, depending on how it is

cashed out. I will examine five possible interpretations of that conception.

1. Consider first the view that ‘‘higher duty of care’’ refers to the extent to which the

actor has deviated from a socially desirable or socially permissible standard of conduct.

We can indeed make sense of gross negligence in this way, as an extreme or gross

departure from the permissible standard of care. Driving 30 mph over the speed limit

would be an example. Never inspecting company property for rodents or contaminated

food, when law or custom require regular inspections, would be another. But how would

we cash out the meaning of ‘‘higher duty of care’’ or ‘‘slight negligence’’ in such cases?

Suppose it is ordinary negligence to exceed the speed limit (at least in typical circum-

stances). Then, is it slightly negligent to travel just below the speed limit? Yet if this

conduct falls short of ordinary negligence, it seems that the conduct is not slightly neg-

ligent—rather, it is not negligent at all. Similarly, if ordinary care requires a company that

distributes perishable food to inspect its facilities at least once a day, then a failure to

inspect twice a day would seem to be, not slightly negligent, but not negligent at all.

Thus, the notion of a higher standard of care seems to be incoherent, since the standard

of ordinary care itself identifies the borderline between unreasonable and reasonable

conduct. Yes, it is conceptually possible to pick out a subcategory of reasonable conduct

28 Most courts today employ a negligence-like standard in determining whether a product is defectively
designed: they inquire whether the risks posed by the existing design outweigh its utility, as compared to a
reasonable, feasible alternative design. Some courts employing this standard have endorsed a more pro-
plaintiff version, permitting liability even if a redesign was not technologically feasible at the time the
product was distributed, so long as, based on the information about risks or technology known at the time of
trial, a redesigned product would be feasible and would be a preferable alternative. This ‘‘hindsight’’ test is
one possible understanding of ‘‘extraordinary care.’’
29 See Mose, supra (courts sometimes impose ‘‘highest duty of care’’ on high risk rides); GAJICIV 60.020,
Georgia Suggested Pattern Jury Instructions (January 2017), which is based on Ga. Code Ann., § 51-1-3
(2017):

2. Slight Negligence (Extraordinary Diligence)
In general, extraordinary diligence or care is that extreme care and caution that very careful and
thoughtful persons use under the same or similar circumstances. (Applied to the preservation of
property, extraordinary diligence or care means that extreme care and caution that very careful and
thoughtful persons use in securing and preserving their own property.) The absence of such
extraordinary diligence is termed slight negligence.

Mo. A.J.I. Civ. 11.01 (5th ed. 1996 & Supp. 2001):

The phrase ‘‘highest degree of care’’ as used in this [these] instruction[s] means that degree of care
that a very careful and prudent person would use under the same or similar circumstances.

30 Monasmith v. Cosden Oil Co., 246 N.W. 623, 624 (Neb. 1933). The court went on to offer this equally
unilluminating explanation: ‘‘and … gross negligence means just what it indicates, gross or great
negligence.’’
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that is closer to that borderline, but one cannot intelligibly characterize that conduct as

‘‘slightly unreasonable’’ or ‘‘slightly negligent.’’31

Of course, if a ‘‘higher standard of care’’ is just another way of expressing the flexible

standard of negligence, then the higher standard is a gratuitous and irrelevant conception,

because it is just another name for ordinary negligence, applied to those situations in which

the need for precaution is especially great. If you are driving a celebrity through a crowd of

delirious fans, you need to use much more caution than if you are driving on an apparently

deserted road. If the RCO has been notified of rodent infestation in a particular warehouse,

he has a duty to take additional precautions to reinspect that warehouse, precautions that

can be much more extensive than would be required for warehouses in which there is no

sign of such problems.

2. Second, suppose we cash out ‘‘higher duty of care’’ (or ‘‘slight negligence’’) as a

question of the degree to which the actor’s risky conduct (or omission) is unjustifiable.

‘‘Gross negligence’’ is extremely unjustifiable conduct, whose social costs are unusually

high or whose social benefits are unusually low; while ‘‘ordinary negligence’’ is somewhat

unjustifiable; and ‘‘slight negligence’’ is just barely unjustifiable. This interpretation does

make some sense of the three categories, but it simply repeats the problems of the first

interpretation. Even if conduct is just barely impermissible, a reasonable person should not

engage in it.

3. Third, suppose we employ the Learned Hand conception of negligence to express

these different degrees of negligence. Hand’s famous algebraic test provides that one is

negligent if and only if the burden of taking a precaution (B) is less than the risks of harm

that the precaution would prevent (which we can abbreviate as P 9 L).32 So if B is 100

while PL is 101, D is negligent; if PL is 99, D is not negligent. On this conception, once

again, it is easy to understand ordinary negligence: B must be less than PL, even if it is less

only by a peppercorn. And it is easy to understand gross negligence: B must be much less

than PL. But again, it is difficult to make sense of slight negligence. If B[P 9 L, D is not

slightly negligent; rather, he is not negligent at all.

To be sure, the Hand formula is controversial, and examples such as the one just given

can provoke indignant reactions. Can the permissibility of risky conduct really depend on

whether B exceeds or falls short of P 9 L by a peppercorn? Is such a cold cost–benefit

calculus a morally acceptable way to distinguish reasonable from unreasonable conduct?

There are a number of important questions here, questions that it is not the task of this

paper to explore.33 What is crucial to understand, however, is that any criterion of neg-

ligence that requires trading off one value or interest for another will create many of the

same problems. The criterion might be the Hand test, understood to express economic

efficiency; or the Hand test, understood more broadly; or a test that balances the values of

freedom of action against the value of physical security; or a ‘‘reasonably prudent person’’

test in which these issues are less visible (because of the opacity and vagueness of the

31 Similarly, it would be unintelligible to say that a person who was just barely justified in self-defense is
slightly unreasonable in her use of force, simply because the force she inflicted was almost, but not quite,
disproportionate to the force threatened.
32 This is an abbreviation because a precaution will almost always prevent numerous risks, and those risks
should be aggregated—the probability of death (P1) 9 the seriousness of the harm of death (L1), should be
added to the probability of a broken leg (P2) 9 the seriousness of that harm (L2), and so forth.
33 See Simons, Tort Negligence, Cost–Benefit Analysis, and Tradeoffs, supra.
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test).34 But any such criterion will have close cases, such that adding just a bit to the burden

or benefit side of the balance will tilt the balance in the opposite direction.35 And, again, it

is difficult to make sense of a higher standard of care or its equivalent, slight negligence, if

balancing of this sort is the proper mode of judging negligent conduct.

Difficult, but not impossible. As I will explain in the next subsection, there is indeed a

coherent version of a higher standard of care that departs from simple Hand formula

balancing. However, this approach is still problematic, as we shall see.

4. Fourth, we might understand a higher standard of care as an epistemic standard, as

requiring actors to take precautions that an omniscient observer would take, or that a

person would take if she had unlimited time and resources to investigate the relevant

facts.36 We can often separate the question of what counts as an unreasonable or unjus-

tifiable risk, or an insufficient precaution, from the question of what counts as unreasonable

failure to realize that one has taken an unreasonable risk or insufficient precaution—just as

we can separate the question of what counts as reasonable force in self-defense (e.g., what

degree of force is proportionate in light of the threat), from the question of what counts as

unreasonable failure to recognize the facts relevant to the first question.

This fourth, epistemic interpretation is promising, for it allows us to employ the flexible

standard of care with respect to the first element of the analysis, whether it was unrea-

sonable not to take a precaution, but to employ a higher standard of care with respect to the

second element, whether the actor knew or should have known the facts that are relevant to

whether the first element was satisfied. Moreover, criminal law culpability often places

great weight on the existence or extent of the actor’s awareness of the legally salient facts.

Nevertheless, the problems with other interpretations of a higher standard of care do not

disappear simply because we focus on beliefs about burdens and risks, rather than on the

burdens and risks themselves. For the extent to which a reasonable actor should investigate

the facts depends on what the facts might reveal. The secondary duty to investigate

demands a higher level of care if the primary duty not to cause unjustifiable harm involves

very serious harms, such as death, rather than more modest ones, such as minor property

damage. And the same problems that a ‘‘higher duty of care’’ analysis poses in the context

of the primary duty also arise with the secondary duty. The extent to which an RCO should

conduct investigations of unsafe or dangerous conditions in a plant depends on the seri-

ousness of the condition and on the burden of conducting such investigations (including the

social costs of expensive investigations, which raise the cost of the company’s services or

products). If a reasonable RCO would investigate with frequency Y or with intensity Z,

then the RCO’s failure to investigate with greater frequency 3Y or with greater intensity 3Z

is not ‘‘slight’’ negligence; it is not negligent at all.

5. Fifth and finally, we might interpret a ‘‘higher standard of care’’ as insensitive to

individual capacities, even more insensitive than are the standard ordinary or reasonable

person standards. The reasonable person test in criminal as well as tort law makes allowance

for physical but not mental or intellectual disabilities (unless themental disability reaches the

extreme of insanity). The law asks what a reasonable blind person would do, but not what a

34 See Keating, Reasonableness and Rationality in Negligence Theory, 48 Stan. L. Rev. 311 (1996); Wright,
The Standards of Care in Negligence Law, in Philosophical Foundations of Tort Law (David G. Owen, ed.,
1995).
35 See Simons, Negligence, 16 Soc. Phil. & Pol. 52, 78–81 (1999).
36 Note the Colorado jury instruction at note 27, supra, requiring an actor carrying on an inherently
dangerous activity to ‘‘exercise the highest possible degree of skill, care, caution, diligence and foresight
with regard to that activity, according to the best technical, mechanical and scientific knowledge and
methods which are practical and available at the time …’’
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reasonable stupid, inattentive, or clumsy person would do. The language of some ‘‘higher

duty’’ jury instructions captures this idea by framing the negligence inquiry as ‘‘the highest

possible degree of skill’’ or as ‘‘exceptional skill.’’ (This fifth interpretation overlaps with the

fourth, insofar as cognitive failures stem from incapacity.)

But the RCO doctrine will only rarely instantiate this fifth interpretation, because the

acts and omissions that the doctrine criminalizes will normally be executive decisions

about precautionary protocols, inspections, and the like that the actor is perfectly capable

of making. The actor’s complaint, rather, is that the precautions that could prevent the

criminal violation in question are unrealistic or unduly burdensome. Thus, the doctrine is

unlikely to apply to a case where rodent infestation could be prevented only by a person

with superhuman vision who could detect rodents underground or inside walls. But it might

apply in a case where the RCO hires an insufficient number of inspectors to check on

dangerous or unhealthy conditions at a factory, even if the RCO had no reason to know, in

advance, that the number was insufficient. Similarly, even if the RCO personally lacks the

skill to identify signs of rodent infestation from droppings or other evidence, the RCO

certainly has the capacity to hire individuals who do have that expertise.

3.4 Is ‘‘Thumb on the Scale’’ Balancing a Solution?

It is worth considering another approach to negligence and the balancing of values that

offers the promise of making a higher standard of care intelligible and attractive. This

approach is what I call the ‘‘thumb on the scale’’ version of a balancing formula.37 On this

version, an actor does not escape liability simply because B is slightly greater than P 9 L.

Rather, a thumb is placed on the scale, so that B is negligent if but only if B\ n 9 P 9 L,

where n is greater than 1. For a heavier thumb, simply increase n.

For example, suppose the weight of the thumb is 2, so that D is negligent if and only if

B\ 2 9 P 9 L. Compare this with the ordinary Learned Hand test:

B PL Negligent  

if B<PL 

Learned Hand 

Negligent  

if B<2PL 

Thumb on scale  

 49  50 Negl Negl 

 60  50 Not negl Negl 

 80  50 Not negl Negl 

100  50 Not negl Not negl 

Under the ‘‘thumb’’ approach, the result is more favorable to the plaintiff than under the

Learned Hand test, in the two shaded rows. (Notice that, even if the risks and benefits are

largely commensurable, as in cases where PL refers only to risks of damage to property,

the approach is distinct from a simple Hand approach.)

37 The discussion that follows draws on Simons, Tort Negligence, Cost–Benefit Analysis, and Tradeoffs;
and Simons, Negligence.
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This conception of negligence is quite defensible. Why should an actor always be

permitted to impose the risks of his activities on others, simply because the actor’s burden

to avoid the risk is slightly greater than the risks? To be sure, the actor might well have

chosen the least-cost, Learned Hand test option, based on a simple comparison of B and

PL, if the actor were the only person to suffer the risk as well as incur the burden of

preventing the risk from being realized. But it does not follow that the actor should be free

to dump those risks on others. The ‘‘thumb’’ approach is especially attractive when the

individuals who suffer the risks do not benefit much, or at all, from the activity38—for

example, when they are especially likely to suffer environmental harms but benefit very

little from the commercial activities that lead to those harms. The approach is less

attractive when those who are placed at risk benefit more significantly, as when the victims

are employees or customers of the company producing the hazard.

On first blush, it might seem that the argument for a thumb on the scale is a strict liability

argument in negligence clothing. But this is not so. The argument is that the primary actor

should have acted differently, and that is unquestionably a negligence argument, not a strict

liability argument. The ‘‘thumb’’ version of the Hand test is a negligence standard in a

straightforward sense: the primary actor should not have imposed the risk, even thoughBwas

slightly greater than PL. (However, if B had been substantially greater than PL, i.e., if B had

been greater than n 9 P 9 L, then the actor would not have been negligent in this sense.)

To be sure, it is intelligible to speak of strict liability ‘‘duties.’’ But these are not duties owed

byprimary actors to act otherwise, to take a precaution thatwould have avoided a harm. Rather,

insofar as they are properly characterized as ‘‘duties,’’ they are obligations to compensate

victims of the activity, no matter how reasonably or prudently the activity is conducted.39 Tort

law recognizes such duties in a number of categories, including abnormally dangerous activ-

ities, product liability for manufacturing flaws, and liability for harms caused by wild animals.

The ‘‘thumb on the scale’’ approach undoubtedly provides more protection for potential

victims of risky activities than would a simple Hand test. And it is a coherent conception of

a ‘‘higher’’ duty of care, since it is defined by contrast with the (no-thumb) simple Hand

test, or by contrast with the precaution that a person would (or prudentially should) take if

the person were to internalize all the advantages and disadvantages of taking the pre-

caution. However, the approach is much better suited to tort liability than to criminal

liability. Specifically, it is unclear whether the approach can solve the overbreadth problem

with criminal law’s RCO doctrine. If the fairness considerations that underlie the thumb

approach justify only a thumb of no more than 2 or 3, then the approach might indeed limit

the RCO doctrine, which on its face justifies criminal liability even if n is 5, or 10, or 1000.

Thus, the approach might forbid requiring an actor to undertake enormously burdensome

precautions, such as personally following up on an hourly basis with every employee who

has any responsibility for complying with legal requirements.40 On the other hand, this

38 See Wright, Standards of Care in Negligence Law.
39 See Keating, The Priority of Respect Over Repair, 18 Legal Theory 293 (2012); Simons, Jules Coleman
and Corrective Justice in Tort Law: A Critique and Reformulation, 15 Harv. J. L & Pub. Pol. 849 (1992);
Keeton, Conditional Fault in the Law of Torts, 72 Harv. L. Rev. 401 (1959).
40 See United States v. Starr, 535 F.2d 512 (9th Cir. 1976), in which the Ninth Circuit held that the
‘‘objective impossibility’’ instruction need not be given despite the claim of a food company’s secretary-
treasurer that he had instructed the warehouse janitor to fix an infestation problem, because the defendant did
not follow up to ensure compliance and did not learn of the janitor’s noncompliance until a second
inspection a month later. The court reasoned that it is objectively possible for RCOs to anticipate and
counteract subordinates’ shortcomings. See Bragg et al., Onus of Responsibility: The Changing Responsible
Corporate Officer Doctrine, 65 Food & Drug L. J. 525, 527 (2010).
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approach does not map very well onto the RCO doctrine, because that doctrine is not

limited in its application to cases where the victims of the activity do not benefit from the

activity.

3.5 The Problem of Insufficient Culpability

Even if these problems could be surmounted, the other enormous hurdle that an ‘‘ex-

traordinary care/slight negligence’’ approach must clear is that such conduct is almost

always insufficiently blameworthy to deserve criminal punishment. Even ordinary negli-

gence may be insufficiently blameworthy (depending on how that concept is further

specified). The approach of the Model Penal Code requiring ‘‘gross’’ negligence as the

minimal degree of fault before the state can justifiably punish a defendant is, in my view,

largely persuasive. However, defending this position is beyond the scope of this paper.41

To be sure, some forms of conduct and some omissions by RCOs could satisfy a gross

negligence standard or a similarly demanding culpability standard. Moreover, some

instances of negligent or grossly negligent RCO behavior might be an awkward fit with a

typical culpability standard requiring that the actor knew about, or was reckless con-

cerning, the specific acts or omissions by employees that violated criminal prohibitions. To

that extent, a very narrow version of the RCO doctrine might be both defensible and useful.

For example, suppose a corporate officer deliberately sets up an inadequate inspection

system, in order to save costs or obtain a competitive advantage over a rival, knowing that

over time the system will permit a significant increase in the number of incidents of

violation of food, safety, or environmental laws. Suppose he also directs that employees

conceal any such violations from supervisors and from the government. The officer might

honestly be unaware of any particular violation, either at the time it occurs or thereafter. In

this situation, a criminal law requirement that he be aware of specific violations is

insufficiently demanding. The same might even be true of a requirement that he be

reckless, i.e., aware of a substantial risk of specific violations.

If the RCO doctrine is limited in this fashion, or in a similarly drastic way, it could be a

valuable supplement to other criminal law culpability standards. For example, we might

limit the doctrine to where aggravating factors are present—e.g., the RCO conceals evi-

dence, or orders that evidence of violations not be reported, or lies to government inves-

tigators or auditors. But this approach would be dramatically different from the way that

many courts currently interpret the RCO doctrine.

The only precaution that can guarantee that the actor will not cause the harm specified

by a strict liability statute is to avoid entirely the activity that might, despite the exercise

of extraordinary care, cause the harm. If the statute prohibits the distribution of adul-

terated or misbranded food or drugs, the actor can avoid engaging in that line of

business. If the statute prohibits driving that causes a death, the actor can avoid driving.

But it is absurd to characterize failure to take such a precaution as necessarily negligent,

even in the sense of failing to use extraordinary care. After all, it is socially desirable

that individuals engage in productive and mutually beneficial activities even though

every conceivable activity creates some risk of causing harm, and even though the

widening ambit of the criminal law increasingly subjects more and more activities to

41 See Simons, Culpability and Retributive Theory: The Problem of Criminal Negligence, 5 J. Contemp.
L. Issues 365 (1994), arguing that the minimum standard of criminal culpability should require some form of
indifference to the rights of others; inadvertence to risks that does not flow from such indifference should be
insufficient.
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regulation and potential punishment.42 And it is absurd to deny an ‘‘impossibility’’

defense (if that is the only protection from unjust punishment) on the ground that the

actor had a viable ‘‘possibility’’ open to her—namely, not engaging in the activity. On

this view, no statutory violation is impossible, because an actor could simply decline to

act in any way that could conceivably come within the statute’s ambit. The aspiration of

the criminal law is not, and should not be, to create a nation of inactive recluses.

4 Conclusion

The RCO doctrine is very difficult to justify if one believes that retributive desert is at least

a necessary condition of criminal punishment. This paper has investigated two possible

arguments in support of the doctrine. First, strict criminal liability is sometimes justifiable

as a rule-like form of negligence. However, this argument fails to explain and justify the

RCO doctrine.

Second, perhaps a duty to use extraordinary care to prevent harm underlies and vin-

dicates the RCO doctrine. On closer examination, this argument also fails. If ‘‘extraordi-

nary care’’ simply refers to a flexible negligence standard that considers the burdens and

benefits of taking a precaution, it is problematic in premising criminal liability on ordinary

negligence. If instead it refers to a ‘‘higher duty of care,’’ it has five possible forms. It

might: (1) require a lesser degree of deviation from a permissible standard of conduct than

an ordinary care standard requires; (2) identify conduct that is just barely unjustifiable; (3)

place a ‘‘thumb’’ on the scale of the Learned Hand test in favor of victims; (4) identify an

epistemic standard that is more demanding than the reasonable person test; or (5) recognize

a standard that is insensitive to individual capacities to take care. However, some of these

variations present a gratuitous or incoherent understanding of negligence, and none of them

sufficiently explain and justify the RCO doctrine.

42 See Philip E. Johnson, Strict Liability: The Prevalent View, in 4 Encyclopedia of Crime & Justice 1518
(Sanford Kadish ed., 1983), which responds to Mark Kelman, Strict Liability: An Unorthodox View, in 4
Encyclopedia of Crime & Justice 1512 (Sanford Kadish, ed., 1983).
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